ARGENTINA BIRDING TRIP MARCH 2-25 201

March 2: Yours truly woke at three-thirty on the morning of the second and climbed back into bed not sleeping due to a peaceful night in
the dream state from nine-thirty last evening. The second day of March began at five minutes past four when the local bird alerts were
checked and fortunately my posting about the Eastern Phoebe was not present. Pat was awake at four-fifteen and with bags packed last
evening we were off to the airport in ten minutes. Yours truly drove to the Victoria International Airport at four twenty-five, arriving at
four-forty. It was raining lightly at home with wet snow as we approached the hanger. Pat said goodbye and drove home, Customs and
check-in were rapid with only one person ahead of me. The reprocity fee was inspected and I received boarding passes through to Buenos
Aires. The bag check went smoothly as well and yours truly was seated in the waiting room at four-fifty. The morning’s notes were written
on the iPod Touch until twelve minutes past five. Thus leaving an hour and a half to while away. The iPad was used to study the
Argentina birds until five-fifty and almost lost the iPod, as the locking system for hanging it off my jean loop was loose.
United Airlines flight UA6315 likely departed Victoria on time at six thirty-six. It was raining with heavy cloud. Two free cups of coffee
were welcomed soon after with the first pee break at seven-thirty. An unsolved suduko kept me entertained while waiting to take off and
during the first twenty minutes of the flight. The notes were brought up to date at seven thirty-eight with another hour and ten minutes to
San Francisco. The flight landed fifteen minutes early at San Francisco at eight fifty in the morning.
Yours truly was through Customs at nine-thirty to find no gate number up as yet. The flight numbers were different on the printed sheet
and boarding pass. The Gordon Biersch Restaurant was chosen and yours truly was seated in three minutes where a coffee and all-day
breakfast was ordered at seventeen dollars and seventy cents US cash with a two dollar and thirty cent tip. Their Wi-Fi was not working
and the meal was over at ten o’clock and the gate number was now on the board. It was way over by the International hub and running fifty
minutes late, leaving some fifty minutes to catch the flight to Buenos Aires. Hopefully the gates are close to one another in Houston. The
seat at gate ninety-nine was occupied at ten thirty-five and the notes were brought up to date at ten-forty. The Wi-Fi was finally working on
the iPod Touch at eleven-fifteen and fortunately my posting was still not present. The phoebe was still at the pond and a Mountain Bluebird
was discovered nearby. The iPod was shut down to check the board at eleven forty-five to find that the flight was now to depart at three
forty-five. An inexpensive fast-food sandwich and coffee were purchased for lunch at around six dollars. An excruciating wait ensued with
later and later times posted for departure. Although the Wi-Fi- was operating for the Internet sending email was impossible and it was
becoming clear that I would not make the connection to Buenos Aires thus contacting Hank was a necessity. A woman waiting for the
same flight was kind enough to forward two or three messages to the awaiting friend who in urn informed my wife. Most of the time
waiting was spent with other passengers who had to make the same connection to Buenos Aires who had further connections for cruise
ships et cetera.
UA 1655 finally departed San Francisco at five-fifteen with a three-hour plus flight to Houston and expected to land at nine twenty-five
due to time change. Our arrival gate in Houston was two and the Buenos Aires gate was in at the same area, number twenty. Flight UA 818
to Buenos Aires was scheduled to arrive in Houston at eight forty-five so there was a slim chance of catching it even though it too was
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delayed and now scheduled to depart at nine forty-five. As the regular daily flight to Buenos Aires on United for March third was fully
booked a two-day layover in Houston was expected if the flight was missed. An alternative was sought at the desk in San Francisco with
one going through Mexico and Brazil, but Brazil requires a Visa.
The above notes were written at four forty-six Pacific Time. The movie Gravity was watched anxiously from take-off but kept shutting
down. The movie ended at seven fifty-five Houston time with one hour and thirty-five minutes left in the flight, thus arriving at nine-thirty
in the evening. A new gate was chosen, number twenty, and as we waited for the gate we watched the flight to Buenos Aires pull out of the
same spot we were waiting to get in. The flight was thus missed due to a gate change and because United failed to make arrangements to
connect.
Many on the same flight and others from delayed flights were standing in line at the Customer Service. Failed attempts to send emails to
Hank and Pat took place while sanding in line but again there was no luck due to a new private company blocking mail. Two women from
my flight were standing nearby and we continued our complaints about United and the necessities of reaching Buenos Aires tomorrow.
One was an attractive, young divorced Oriental woman from Vancouver and we liked each other’s company. She was a computer expert
and she owned a Blue-fronted Parrot and the image on the iPad was shown to her and this stated a conversation about birding in Argentina
and her ship journey to Antarctica where she was to run a marathon with other contestants. She had already run several around the world.
March 3: It was midnight on the third when both of us finally secured tickets to Miami hence to Buenos Aires. The agent was friendly and
agreed to put us on a competitor currier and the paperwork took less than fifteen minutes. We were granted eighteen dollars worth of free
food vouchers but no free accommodation, as the airports hotels were fully booked. The young woman from Vancouver joined me to use
our vouchers at the only outlet open at that hour that was simply a concession stand where we picked up granola bars, trail mix, water, and
juice for fourteen dollars. Yours truly slept on the floor for perhaps one and a half hours, waking to clean up in the washroom at four-thirty.
The young woman slept beside me on the chair. Again there was no Wi-Fi available in the airport.
Both of us were aboard the American flight to Miami at six in the morning sitting across the isle from each other where we seldom
conversed due to being exhausted and attempting to sleep. Letters were written on the plane to send via email when landing at the Miami
Terminal, finishing at seven forty-eight. The superior American flight put down on the runway in two hours with a twenty-minute wait
before changing planes for Buenos Aires, leaving at shortly past eight in the morning. Thus there was no time to send the emails. American
was our airline once more and the eleven and a half hour flight was scheduled to land at nine-thirty in the evening on March third thus only
missing twelve hours in Buenos Aires. A South American businessman seated beside the young Oriental woman spoke English and was
using a cell phone before departure. I asked that he send a note to Hank about the plane’s arrival time and to have a hotel shuttle waiting
and he was complainant. Two very good meals were supplied on the aircraft.

Ezeiza Airport

Posada de las Aguilas

Aguilas bedroom

The American flight put down on the runway on time at nine-thirty. The South American businessman was using his cell phone again and
he was asked if any messages were received from Hank. There was one stating to phone the hotel to have the shuttle come to pick me up.
Customs was cleared quickly and a communication room was discovered immediately after where the hotel was phoned for one peso using
an American dollar bill and receiving pesos as change. The shuttle appeared in ten minutes and five minutes later we pulled up to the
Posada de las Aguilas Hotel. Hank was seated in the lobby playing with his iPod. Hands were shaken and we proceeded to the simple but
expensive room by Argentina standards. The scope was put together and a much-needed shower took place. New clothes were laid out for
the morning. Discussions took place about the car rental procedure and the contract. We had received a 2014 silver-colored four-door
Renault Logan with standard transmission and air-conditioning. The mileage was below 8,000 kilometers. Hank had to put down a seven
thousand-peso deposit for damages on his Visa and did not videotape the car although he received a damage drawing on the almost new
vehicle. He was signed as the driver of the rental. Hank had had lunch in the hotel’s restaurant and birded the nearby park on foot. The
plans for the following day were discussed before climbing into bed at around eleven o’clock and falling asleep in short order.
Posada de las Aguilas Hotel, Ezeiza info@posadadellasaguilas.com.ar Tel: 5411-4480-9637/0159 Free email available here.
March 4: Our first day of birding began at five-fifteen on the morning of the fourth and we were greeted by heavy rain. Yours truly drank
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two cups of coffee and ate two jam sandwiches in the Posada de las Aguilas Hotel breakfast nook prior to packing our gear into the car.
Yours truly drove through the city quickly as there was no traffic due to all Mondays in the country being holidays. Punta Lara was reached
at daylight and we birded the small city park that was very active for some reason. The wind increased and we moved on a few blocks to
the Punta Lara Reserve, arriving at eight twenty-five in the morning. The gates were closed and the wind was now howling with
intermittent and mainly heavy rains. The rental’s reflector was likely dislodged along the rather broken paved road into Punta Lara. A few
stops were made en route to La Plata whenever a birding opportunity arose with several new birds sighted.
Yours truly drove into La Plata at around nine forty-five and we cruised around asking for directions to the supermarket that took about
forty-five minutes to find, even driving past the poorly signed building once or twice. Both of us bought personal groceries in cash, yours
truly spending one hundred and fifty-one pesos in cash that included apples, nectarines, cookies, bread, cheese, and a case of bottled water.
We then asked for directions for the highway to Magdalena from the roundabout in La Plata and the garage attendant purposely gave us
wrong directions.

Punta Lara
Yours truly drove east and realized that we were heading for the coast and returned to La Plata using a different route and saw the sign for
the highway and Magdalena when entering town. We then birded along Route 11 in several spots. The sun emerged at around two-thirty
and we found a great spot full of ducks, three kilometers north of Magdalena. Magdalena was skirted to the junction with Route 20 and the
road into town. The badly rutted road straight ahead led to El Destino but was impassible. We were lost once more and ended up heading
southwest on Route 20 for five kilometers before backtracking into town and proceeding about four streets without seeing a single sign.
We had no idea where to go and asked a local fellow and he offered to have us follow him as he drove towards our destination. He
proceeded back along the paved main street to the T-junction with paved Dr, Ruiz Calle (the first road entering town) and turned north then
curved right and followed it south past a prison after eight kilometers where the road turned to a hard packed sandy soil surface for another
tent kilometers to well-signed Estancia El Destino. A few spots were wet and slippery from the recent heavy rains.
Reservations made with Claudia at info@reservaeldestino.org Double with shared bath at $200 AR per night. Cash only. No email
available. The place has a kitchenette with a fridge and stove, blankets, and heater. Check out is 11am but you are allowed to stay in reserve
until closing time; open 9am-6 pm Monday and Thursday-Saturday and 8am-6: 30 pm Sundays. Visit fees 35-45 AR for adults. Food it is
not available at the reserve and those staying overnight must bring their own

Estancia El Destino
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Estancia El Destino
Our arrival was just in time as the lady who booked our reservation was leaving and Hank paid the two hundred pesos in cash for our
night’s stay. Our gear was then moved into the plain but comfortable hostel-like room with separate \showers and bathroom that we shared
with two other couples. Two cheese sandwiches, a package of Oreo cookies, and two apples were devoured shortly after. The flashlight
was placed on the ground to take to the room prior to moving the car into the shade. The back wheel ran over the plastic light and broke the
casing but not the device itself. It was plugged in at a higher charge until the red light went out but it was still not in working order likely
because the bulb was burnt out. We then went birding along the forest trail that was very quiet and were back in the room at seven. The
iPad was plugged in to charge at that time. Supper was eaten in the mosquito-filled kitchen on the wooden table, consuming more cheese
sandwiches, water, an apple, and more cookies. Owling took place at eight in the evening when a Tropical Screech-Owl was seen and
heard. An unknown nightjar called from the forest that was likely a Common Pauraque. We were back in the room at nine o’clock when a
shower and a squat on the toilet were both followed by washing underwear and the light pants. The toilet had a strange unpleasant odor due
to used toilet tissue in containers and poor floor drainage. The life bird names were recorded afterward. Yours truly fell asleep at eleven
o’clock with only one urination awakening thus needing to drink more water.
The birds recorded today included: Eared dove, Rufous Hornero, Chalk-browed Mockingbird, House Sparrow, Monk Parakeet, Cattle
Tyrant, Bay-winged Cowbird, Screaming Cowbird, Pizarro Pigeon, Spot-winged Pigeon, Southern Caracara, Chimango Caracara, Longwinged Harrier, Southern Lapwing, Brown-chested Martin, Southern Martin, Rufous-breasted Thrush, Kiskadee, Rufous-collared Sparrow,
Brown-hooded Gull, Kelp Gull, Tropical Kingbird. Fork-tailed Flycatcher. Red-gardered Coot, Bare-faced Ibis, White -faced Ibis, Guira
Cuckoo, Southern Screamer, Yellow-billed Pintail, Rosybill, Red Shoveler, White-faced Whistling-duck, Fulvous Whistling-duck, Great
Egret. Black-headed Duck, Silver Teal, Lesser Yellowlegs, Magauri Stork, White-rimmed (-browed) Warbler, White-throated
Hummingbird, Tropical Screech-owl, Great Horned Owl, Great Grebe, Sayaca Tanager, Olivaceous Cormorant, Snail Kite, Black-necked
Stilt, European Starling, Rock Dove, Wattled Jacana, Ringed Teal, and Limpkin.
March 5: The light growing in the east woke me at six o'clock or so on the fifth. We were both awake at six-fifteen at which time this day's
log was written. The sky was mainly overcast with clouds blown by moderately high winds and spotty showers but no heavy rains. The
charge on the iPad was only 43% and down to 35% when completing the autobiography. The kettle was boiled on the gas stove and both of
us had coffee and gabbed at table until seven. Yours truly ate a cheese sandwich while strolling around the grounds outside the building.
The IPod was plugged in after our breakfast coffee. Birded The same open area was birded initially where saw woodpeckers and a
flycatcher et cetera prior to walking the same trail but this time to its end and again seeing little. The exception was a couple of Whitetipped Doves and a pair of White-rimmed Warblers. We were back at the residence at ten-thirty and the gear was packed in the car and
yours truly drove back along the same road that had now dried substantially. Many birds were seen during the drive especially at a recently
cut grain field that was full of pigeons, parakeets, and Saffron Yellow-Finches et cetera. Two more expansive fields with damp areas were
stopped at subsequently, one with hundreds of White-faced Ibis et cetera. It seemed like little time had passed before we were in
Magdalena where the tank was filled at a station with Hanks Visa that cost 250 pesos. Yours truly spied a Creamy-belied Thrush across the
road while Hank was paying for the fuel that he managed to add to his list.
The rental was pointed south towards San Clemente del Tuyu at about eleven-thirty in the late morning and we eventually met with the
junction where we turned onto Highway thirty-six towards the coast by mistake. As the coastal Route 11 was supposedly not paved, we
stopped in Veronica and asked two persons who said that it was newly paved we carried on and indeed the highway was in perfect shape
with a one hundred and ten kilometer speed limit. We stopped to check the map on one occasion when Hank spied three Greater Rheas and
six more were seen approaching San Clemente del Tuyu. The tourist town was reached at around one in the afternoon and an electronics
store was found that was thought to be able to replace the bulb. He did not have one but he did have a good chargeable flashlight at 212
pesos that was reasonably powered and purchased in cash. The drive then carried on towards town loosing street names as we progressed
into the core and were lost once more. Two taxi drivers were seen on a street corner and the rental was pulled into the area to ask them
where the Morales Hotel was located. Yours truly pulled into a grocery store lot and backed up onto the street to make a turn closer to the
taxis. Meanwhile a fellow pulled into the free space I was backing into and the side panel of the vehicle was struck rather gently but made a
horrendous noise. The driver’s side of the rear side panel of the parked vehicle and the rear bumper of ours collided. Fortunately there was
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very little damage and the owner of the parked car waved is on. Our car had paint abrasions and two tiny scratches that scratch remover
should take care of. Yours truly rushed off in case, as they might have changed their minds. The hotel was found from the road along the
beach after asking two pedestrians.

Mixed grasslands and agriculture

Greater Rhea

The Morales Hotel was checked into with yours truly paying the ninety US dollars owing with my Visa. The car was parked previously in
the gated parking lot when the side panel on our car was noted as being slightly out of place and pushed back into place with my hip. The
first priority was to bring soap and toilet paper to the lot where the abrasions on the bumper were rubbed with the soap with fifteen percent
removed in this manner. Much of the gear was then moved into the room and yours truly showered and had a required squat in the toilet.
Pat was emailed on the iPad and it was then plugged in for a charge. The room was very clean and comfortable and not unlike any decent
motel in North America.
Hotel Morales; San Clemente del Tuyu. Telephone: 54-225-242-1207 email hotelmoreles@inovia.com.ar email available
We asked at the hotel’s counter for a store that sold scratch remover and got its name in Spanish then went off for supper at about fivethirty. The product was asked for at two places that were recommended but came up empty. The recommended restaurant was deserted and
other places did not open until eight o’clock. Hanks vegetarian eating habits made it even more difficult. We decided on a pizza place that
also sold salads so we asked if we could get a grande bowl of greens and Hank managed one with hard-boiled eggs, corn, greens, and
carrots. My pizza finally came after a good half-hour, but the wait was worth it as the pie was delicious with toppings of ham, pimento, and
mozzarella. I managed to eat half and got a doggy bag for breakfast. An orange soft drink was ordered with the meal that came to one
hundred and twenty-two pesos in cash and the girl was given a ten-peso tip. Hank stopped in a nearby grocery store and bought fruit,
pudding, and yogurt. The iPad was sixty percent charged when returning to the room. The reading glasses were lost in transit, likely from
putting them in the rear pocket of the jeans or in the T-shirt pocket. Pat was emailed once again, dumped the unwanted mail, and sent drafts
of the trip report from the iPad notes and wrote today’s story until five minutes past ten. Pictures of warblers, coots, and doves were
inspected afterward to help in identification. Fell asleep instantly at eleven o'clock.
The birds recorded today included: Rufous-browed Peppershrike, Green-barred Woodpecker, Streaked Flycatcher, Whistling Heron, Cocoi
Heron, Cattle Egrets, Saffron Yellow-Finch, Picui Dove, White-banded Mockingbird, Golden-crowned Warbler, Creamy-bellied Thrush.
Brown-and-yellow Marshbird, Red-crested Cardinal, Greater Rhea, White-rumped Swallow, White-browed Blackbird, Roseate Spoonbill,
and Giant Wood-Rail.
March 6: Yours truly slept poorly after waking at around two in the morning on the sixth and then remembering to take he double dose of
Effexor. The accident, deleting Pat’s message, and loosing the reading glasses were weighing heavily on my mind. I was likely awake most
of time from three-thirty to five o'clock when climbing out of bed and waking Hank. The gear was packed at that time and the night
counter person was asked for coffee and he also supplied small pieces of toast and jam. Yours truly polished off the last two slices of pizza;
there was no cost for the service or food. Just in case I left my glasses at the desk, I asked the fellow to check and he found a pair that were
not mine and they were handed over for free.
We were on our way to Punta Rasa Park as daylight was showing and stopped just beyond the gate at around six-fifteen or so. It was cool
enough for a coat. We worked our way down the road to the beach, arriving at eleven o’clock. A few secretive marsh birds were seen en
route including fairly good views of Plain-breasted Spinetails and two small brown birds with very short tails that were likely Wren-like
Rushbirds. The broad sandy beach was hiked south to check out about two hundred Kelp Gulls with one sub-adult having a pale tipped bill
with a cut-off black subterminal-tip with a slight amount of red on the inner edge. The rest was pale greenish-yellow. We then walked back
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Punta Rasa Park

San Clemente del Tuyu beach

to the car after we were satisfied that there were no adults of Orlog's present. The rental was returned to and it was found safe. A stroll
north to another sector of beach then took place where we immediately found a Snowy Sheathbill. Several pictures were taken of the out of
range species as proof, which were later sent to Marcel.

Sheathbill, Brown-hooded Gulls & Snowy-crowned Terns

Snowy Sheathbill

The road back towards San Clemente del Tuyu was traced, stopping once to look at water birds and finding a Coscoroba Swan and two or
three Yellow-billed Terns. Once in town we stopped at a bathing beach with many people and therefore no birds.
San Clemente was placed in the rear view mirror at one-thirty and the rental’s forward progress was halted at a major gas station to find
that they only sold propane. Another stop took place again for gas seventeen kilometers down the highway after stopping to photograph a
group of Greater Rheas en route. We had excellent coffee and two pastries with coconut costing thirty-five pesos in cash at the station but
no gas was purchased because they did not take Visa. It was two-twenty after asking the garage if they had scratch remover only to have
polish brought to the desk. Hank took over the driving from the marsh today. The day's story commenced after leaving the station,
finishing at three o'clock. The gas tank was finally filled at Pipinas that placed four hundred and ninety pesos on my Visa.
A Black-necked Swan halted our one hundred and twenty kilometer forward progress around four-thirty. It took a good six hundred yards
to stop the car. We walked back checking the waterfowl in the entire area and finally managed to identify coots well enough to confidently
tick all three species: White-winged, Red-gartered, and Red-fronted. The grass here looked chigger-like so the pant legs were tucked into
the socks and sprayed with Deet. Hoards of mosquitoes rose from the low grasses and weeds at the road edge and the Gortex jacket was
donned to keep them off the upper body as well as insect repellent. The Black-necked Swan was not relocated after stopping but there were
many Argentine Bluebills, a Yellow-browed Tyrant and a Roadside Hawk.
Magdalena was revisited at around seven o’clock. Construction was the basis for a road blockage that took us off course again in La Plata.
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We managed to get really good directions via a hand drawn map from a local fellow. The autopista was finally found oat eight-thirty and
we were on our way with no problems henceforth. Yours truly paid thirty-five pesos for the first toll, six pesos for the second and third and
zero at the fourth.
The Posada de las Aguilas near the airport was occupied once more at close to eight-thirty after using the overpass near the airport to get to
the proper side of the divided highway. The car was placed in the compound at close to nine o'clock and Hank carried the luggage and
binos and iPad and iPod to ours room while yours truly had a really good squat on the toilet. My suitcase was then carried to the room. The
jeans, socks, underwear, and T-shirt were removed and fresh ones put on in their place in case of chiggers. We were off for supper in the
hotel's dinning room at almost ten o'clock. It took a good twenty minutes before the order was taken and Hank took off to the room to
shower and wash his potentially chigger infested clothing. He came back almost at the time the food arrived. I had ordered a salad and
French fries for both of us and a nice steak for myself. Yours truly paid the hotel bill with my Visa at eleven o’clock that cost $1,114.06
pesos or about $155 dollars Canadian for the meal (260.70 pesos) and one night's sleep.
The room was returned to at around eleven twenty-five and a welcomed shower with today's clothes washed in ultra hot water, also in the
shower. The autobiography was underway at eleven-forty, finishing at twelve-thirty. However, a sketched road map was needed for
tomorrow and it was finally done at twelve-nineteen. The computer in the waiting room was used to make a rough map of our route
through Buenos Aires with details of clover-leafs, road names, and mileages. Sleep was instantaneous.

Posada!s pool

Posada!s breakfast room

Church across from hotel

The species seen today included Snowy, Great, and Cattle Egrets, Chilean Flamingo, American Kestrel, Black Skimmer, American
Oystercatcher, Two-banded Plover, Western and White-rumped Sandpipers, Black-bellied Plover, American Golden-Plover, Lesser and
Greater Yellowlegs, Willet, Ruddy Turnstone, Yellow-billed, Common, Snowy-crowned and Royal Terns, Orlog's Gull, Warbling
Doradito, Blue-and-white and probably Chilean Swallows, Plain-breasted Spinetail, Curve-billed Reedhaunter, possible Wren-like
Rushbird, Black-and-rufous Warbling-Finch, and Great Pampa-Finch.
March 7: The wake up call for four-thirty actually occurred at four o' clock on the seventh. A squat on the toilet was in order followed by
dressing and carrying a few items to the car. One and a half cups of coffee, two slices of cake, and two croissants with two containers of
jam constituted breakfast. Were on the road with yours truly driving at five o'clock. The three major junctions were negotiated successfully
and we made it to Highway nine and to the well-signed Otamendi reserve at six-thirty. The gates did not open until eight so we carried on
past the reserve on the paved road for one kilometer, turning left on pavement and carried on another kilometer and turned right on
pavement and downhill past dilapidated buildings and an abandoned railway station. A Scissor-tailed Nightjar was flushed from the road
en route. The shallow forked tail was seen well through the binoculars as it took flight in the growing light. The road turned to reasonably
good mud/gravel mix at kilometer two. We drove out about one kilometer and stopped. A Sooty Tyrannulet with a mottled tail was first in
line followed by a Spectacled Tyrannulet, a Pale-breasted Thrush et cetera. It was eight-seventeen when heading back to the reserve
buildings and walking one trail of some two or three kilometers in length where only a pair of White-browed Warblers was seen, Hank was
now convinced of the species involved. The hike reached an overlook and not the expected marsh.
We decided to return to the unpaved road and drove half its three-kilometer length and played the tape mainly for Straight-billed
Reedhaunter. Both of us strolled back in the direction from which we came for about one kilometer seeing very little. Hank was convinced
that he had heard the reedhaunter and the spot was apparent by a large cut-off tree limb. The birds seen here today included Striated Heron,
Black Vulture, Giant Wood-Rail, Small-billed Elaenia, Southern Beardless Tyrannulet, Gray-breasted Martin, Masked Yellowthroat, and
Scarlet-headed and Yellow-winged Blackbirds.
The reserve was departed at noon and yours truly drove off towards Camping Las Tejas, stopping for coffee, a hamburger, a muffin, and an
orange soft drink at one of the YPF highway gas islands. The meal cost eighty pesos in cash. Now late, we reached a roundabout at onethirty or so and yours truly thought the sign for Zarate referred to the direction and not for the town itself. Thus the roadway was taken that
led us directly into the center. That was corrected and we returned to the roundabout and again took the wrong route towards Buenos Aires
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Otamendi headquarters

Otamendi courtyard

Mirador on Otamendi trail

and this resulted in a drive through Zarate to attain the roundabout once again. This time we were successful and crossed the expansive
bridge, arriving at the campground gates at one-thirty. The woman at the gate was unable to understand that we wished to see the cabin
before renting and this was frustrating to both participants. We were finally pointed to the cabinas and drove over to find them locked with
the curtains drawn. Fortunately, a couple was renting one of the units who spoke fairly good English and they invited us in to view the
place. It was rustic but reasonable for the price. We returned to the gate only to be redirected to a building and an adjoining motel-like
unit with several rooms where we were to pay. That woman was just as difficult to communicate with. The units here were more aesthetic
and cost less than the fully equipped cabins and we decided to rent one instead. This caused even more confusion on their part and s great
deal of communication was involved to obtain a room but eventually one was cleaned and we moved in. Later, a German-speaking
gentleman came by and Hank was able to converse with him and the entire rental problem was solved. Later, an English-speaking fellow
dropped by and spoke to yours truly about the now solved situation. A good hour passed before receiving a room for three hundred pesos in
cash paid by yours truly. A necessary squat on the toilet and a welcomed shower took place while Hank investigated the local dine-out
place. Hank has seen a Rufous Tiger-Heron during his stroll on which he became lost among the numerous roadways. The spot was very
close and we returned at four-forty easily seeing and photographing the adult bird. Green and Amazon Kingfishers were also observed.

Las Tejas office

Land –locked ship

Front of Las Tejas rooms

Las Tejas scenery

Back of Las Tejas rooms

Mourning-glories
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Camping Las Tejas 54-348-742-1509 campinglastejas@yahoo.com.ar No email
Both of us were hungry and Hank led me back to the eatery that was located on the stern of one of the many land-locked ships that once
cruised the wide Uruguay River. The place was not open for meals until eight o’clock as expected. The woman who owned the dump sold
a limited variety of packaged snacks and three cookie types were selected and eaten on the walk back to the room. The price was not
recorded but paid in pesos cash. Hank purchased a beer and yours truly bought an orange soft drink from the office building adjacent to our
room that we enjoyed while seated on chairs outside our room enjoying the perfect temperature and looking for birds in the neighbouring
trees. This took place from around six in the evening until six-forty.
The Autobiography was underway at six-forty to seven thirty-seven. It was now time for owling and we walked a circular route without
hearing a bird, returning to the room at around eight-fifty. It was then that Hank found that his money belt was upside down with the zipper
open and he had lost all of his money, some $500 US and 450 ARS. We drove the route that we had strolled earlier and were back at the
room again at nine-forty empty handed. A Geoffrey’s Cat was observed while parking the Renault after the unsuccessful search for the
cash. The memoirs were thus updated at nine fifty-four. The life list was then tallied, arriving at sixty-one to this point. Both of us climbed
between the sheets early at about ten o’clock and were asleep instantly.
March 8: The iPod alarm rang at six o'clock on the eighth. We drive out of the Las Tejas Camping grounds late at six-thirty due to needing
a full night's sleep. The rental arrived in Ceibas and Hank passed the turn-off and we took the nearby U-turn through to the southbound
lanes and to the west side of town where we asked directions to Ceibas Road. The young woman was very helpful and pointed across the
two-lane highway and to the overpass. The overpass brought us back to the opposite side of the highway where we drove north a few yards
to the dirt road leading to homes. The turning point from the highway is just before reaching the overpass. The frontal road was traced
south for a hundred yards where the obvious main road was found. We were birding the road late at seven-forty. Chiloe Wigeon, Firewoodgatherer, Wedge-tailed Grass-Finch, Glittering-bellied Emerald, a female seedeater species, Masked Gnatcatcher, likely a young Goldenbilled Saltator, Narrow-billed Woodcreeper, Brown Cacholote, White Monjita, White-fronted Woodpecker, House Wren, Chestnut-headed
Blackbird, Savannah Hawk, a probable Great Black-Hawk, Suiriri Flycatcher, and female Blue-billed Black-Tyrant were observed before
the midday heat ceased activity

Open four-lane Highway 14

Local flowers

Ceibas Road

The fantastic birding locality was departed at noon. Two hundred pesos worth of gas was obtained in Ceibas with cash as we were running
low, each of us paying one hundred pesos in cash. It was not long after that we found a highway gas station at El Mito that took Visa about
fourteen kilometers south of Gualeguaychu. Hank bought 430 pesos worth in cash. Yours truly bought an orange soft drink, cheese and a
ham sandwich, a lemon yogurt, and coffee for eighty-five pesos in cash. The rental was sitting outside of the Information Center in
Gualeguaychu at twelve-forty where a girl marked the position of banks on a city map, which made it simple to find them. Hank managed
to get $1000 pesos while I stayed at the car looking for directions to the Itapeby Bed and Breakfast. The address and directions were found
but it was uncertain if the street on the map was the same Urquiza as that of our night’s accommodation - thus we stopped at the info centre
again and the girl confirmed its location with simple directions.
The rental pulled into the long unpaved driveway to the bed and breakfast at two-fifty along which we heard and drew in two Firewoodgathers with the tape. We were invited for coffee and we chatted endlessly until about four o'clock. Many family members were present and
the attractive daughters kissed on the cheek as a greeting. What a lovely custom! The gear was then moved into our comfortable but not
highly aesthetic rooms after which we went birding along an old road just outside the property line at four thirty-six. Two Whistling Herons
flew overhead. The time of day and secondary scrub quarantined that we would see little, as was the case. A good view was obtained of a
Dark-billed Cuckoo and a half-hidden Saltator was likely a Green-winged. We returned to the rooms at six-thirty. Several Spotted Nothuras
were flushed in the field next to the building by the owner’s dogs. The day's story was typed soon after until seven-fourteen in the evening
Yours truly showered immediately after and donned the clothes washed to prevent chiggers, as the jeans would suffice in the airconditioned car tomorrow. The expected Burrowing Owl was photographed at seven forty-five. It was time for supper so yours truly
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wandered over to send my wife an email but there was no Wi-Fi connection. The owner rattled away while yours truly wolfed down a few
appetizers and several cups of coffee until supper arrived at around eight-thirty. Yours truly then paid the owner one hundred and fifty US
dollars that included Hanks seventy-five bucks. Supper consisted of salad, leg of lamb, roasted potatoes zucchini, onion sauce, and beets
that were enjoyed. Apple pie came at nine twenty-five and the last cup of coffee was enjoyed just before the whole family went off to a
wedding. A short walk down the road after the meal to look for nightjars was unsuccessful. Hank and I talked until ten o'clock when the
iPod alarm was set and we went to sleep.

Our rooms at Itapeby Bed and Breakfast
Itapeby Bed and Breakfast 54-3446-438793/15564778/15612944 info@itapeby.com Email available on occasion. Take Urquiza el Oeste
road from Highway 14 and drive towards Gualeguaychu, turning left onto a narrow and bumpy dirt road at bus stop #7 and follow the signs.
Although convenient and reasonably aesthetic, we feel that Itapeby is overpriced by Argentinean standards.
The iPod alarm rang at four o'clock on the ninth, a half-hour before we were planed to arise. The water was shut off and the gate was
locked when attempting to leave at four-thirty. The horn was honked and a daughter was awakened to set us free. The old man was just
returning from the wedding and unlocked the gate and the drive continued. A nightjar species was seen along their entrance road that flew
immediately on seeing the lights. The high beams were likely responsible for the bird flushing as soon as it was seen well in the distance
and departed too quickly to get the binoculars on it. Stop or two was made for raptors sitting on telephone poles. A Maserati tore down the
highway at some three hundred kilometers an hour while checking out one of these diurnal hunters. A YPF gas station was chosen at the
major intersection situated at Kilometer Stone 406 fifteen, kilometers west of Monte Caseros, for a gas break at eight thirty. Thirty-one
pesos were spent for coffee, yogurt, an orange pop and four hundred dollars worth of gas paid by yours truly in cash. The drive continued
at eight minutes past nine and the half-empty tank was filled again at twelve-fifty using my Visa some forty kilometers from the cutoff for
Estancia Virocay. Yours truly bought an orange soft drink and Oreo cookies for thirty-nine pesos. The highway was birded continuously
especially near Apostles.
The kilometer stones noted in Pat Virocay’s directions disappeared after kilometer twenty-five and unpaved Route 147 was bypassed due
to the sign being placed several meters down the road instead of being placed on the corner as is done in North America that makes
common sense. As a result, we ended up in Gobernador Virasoro.
Estancia Virocay is not known well internationally but is one of the most convenient and aesthetic accommodations and destinations in
Missiones for birding the grasslands and corps of lowland subtropical forest. The excellent price includes all meals and Pat Virocay’s
excellent knowledge and guiding fees. The estancia came into view at three o'clock at which time we were introduced to the bird
possibilities and Pat’s paranoia of snakes once more. The gear was moved into the room and Hank and I wandered off to the main house to
attend to the email. Mail was sent to my wife, unwanted mail was deleted from gmail, followed by looking at pictures of saltators. The
Golden-billed was the species seen in Ceibas. Yours truly watched the flowing vine shrouding the old Eucalypt outside the room observing
three Gilded Hummingbirds. Unpacking the suitcase and rearranging everything followed this.

Our rooms at Estancia Virocay
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Estancia Virocay Tel: 03756-481-591/230. Email: pat.virocay@gmail.com. Email available. Payments made via Western Union.
Pat came at five o'clock and drove us to a grassy trail branching from the dirt highway just outside the gate. The track was hiked then we
mistakenly trotted through a partially plowed sector and back towards the road on cattle trails. Pat was waiting near the main road and we
discussed tomorrow's birding. Back in the room, yours truly showered and has a squat on the toilet until supper at eight o’clock that
consisted of a stew-like meal with pasta, a small dish dessert with a crust and many glasses of lemonade. Yours truly drove alone to gate
entrance at nine o'clock alone forgetting the binoculars. Several species of nightjar were played on the tape with no answers followed by a
drive down the main road in a southerly direction for two to three kilometers flushing one nightjar that left the road very quickly when
seeing the lights.
Yours truly was back at the room at nine-thirty when the iPod was plugged in to charge. The day's report was underway soon after but I fell
asleep almost immediately. I woke for pee at three-thirty and took the double dose of Effexor. The electricity was out at that time but the
iPod was charged so the outage must have taken place at some time past midnight.
The birds recorded today included: Hook-billed Kite, Yellow-rumped Marshbird, Campo Flicker, Chopi Blackbird, Gray Monjita, Smoothbilled Ani, Tawny-headed Swallow, Hooded Siskin, Streamer-tailed Tyrant, Red-winged Tinamou, Pearly-bellied Seedeater, White-faced
Dove, Gilded Hummingbird, Turkey Vulture, Lesser Yellow-headed Vulture, and a Greater Thornbird (white eye). A medium-sized allover yellow-green bird that flew past was almost certainly a female Hepatic Tanager as it is the only yellow-green bird of its size in
Argentina.
March 10: The alarm rang at five-thirty on the tenth to find the electricity had shut down during the night. A refreshing face wash was
priority prior to packing the essentials for the day. The autobiography was underway at five-fifty and finished at six twenty-seven. The
woman chef was in the kitchen at that time but at the time it was unknown how she would cook without electricity. Fortunately there was a
gas stove and scrambled eggs, dry toast and coffee was wolfed back quickly. The birding day began at seven o'clock with Pat’s arrival and
we were off to search for the Red-legged Seriemas. None were found nor heard but a Peregrine and a White-cheeked Puffbird were seen.
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Hank needed to visit the washroom so we returned across the main road into the property to our rooms. The next step was to look for the
Black-capped Donacobius in a marsh on the property. The two-wheel drive truck took us across the pastureland to a grove of natural forest
and marsh where the tape was played in several areas. The first produced a calling bird, which I recognized after playing the tape and Pat
was able to spot the quest but not the visitors. It only remained at the top the stalk briefly. Several Red-Pileated Finches were seen and a
singing Orange-headed Tanager heard after playing the tape. Yellow-headed Caracaras were commonplace. The underside of a Tropical
Parula was observed. An accipiter-like bird was either a Sharp-shinned Hawk with an atypical black crescent on its face or a juvenile
Collared Forest-Falcon. Pat confirmed that the whinny call of the rails we had heard so far on the trip were Rufous-sided Crakes.

Sunset at Estancia Virocay

Dining room at Estancia Virocay

Flowering tree at Estancia Virocay

The birding was rather slow due to the very cool morning temperatures. It appeared as if it might rain but the sun emerged and it was fairly
hot midday. We returned for lunch at noon and the cook had prepared beef, likely deep-fried, with some crispy batter, a simple tomato and
lettuce salad, a cheese casserole, and coffee. Several glasses of lemonade were appreciated to quench the thirst.
Hank and I went road birding beginning at around one-fifteen in the afternoon and found the area rather birdless until discovering a small
wet area with open water surrounded by short trees and marsh vegetation. Observed were a Wedge-tailed Grass-Finch, several Hooded
Siskins including males, female-type seedeaters with light bills; buffy breasts; dark lores; dark tails, dark secondaries and dark primaries
were likely juvenile male Pearly-bellied, a Blue Ground-Dove, and finally about five Chotoy Spinetails that responded to the tape. What
was most certainly a Euler's Flycatcher was seen briefly, a reddish dark brown empid low in the weeds. Three or four Saffron-cowled
Blackbird females were mixed with a flock of Yellow-rumped Marshbirds and identified by the fact that the sexes of the marshbirds are
alike and because the blackbirds were noticeably smaller and slim, had noticeably thinner bills, and the dark hoods of the marshbirds were
replaced with yellow faces.
It was four o'clock when we decided to leave just as two cops pulled up to presumably ask what we were doing. We shook hands after
saying Canada and drove quickly back to the estancia. The iPod was still plugged in when typing today's memoirs from ten minutes past
four to four thirty-nine.
It was five-thirty before finishing various chores in the room before starting out on our afternoon adventure. The same drive to the
Donacobius spot took place. Pat saw the predicted White-tailed Goldenthroat that was missed by the visitors but the Unicolored Blackbird
was seen briefly at a distance without getting it in the scope. The buffy-breasted female made the identification a certainty. Two Sooty
Tyrannulets made brief appearances between the marsh vegetation. A male Double-collared Seedeater was easily recognized. Only six new
species were recorded today.
The team arrived back at the house at seven o'clock and it was seven-thirty when finally pulling away from Pat’s history lesson that Hank
found interesting and enjoying a hot shower. The laundry was at the door and new clothing was put on to ensure that any chiggers picked
up today were not re-introduced to yours truly. The day's memoirs were brought up to date beginning at seven-thirty and finished at eight
o'clock. The night's meal was less satisfying consisting of a round squash-like vegetable stuffed with rice and gluey-like filling and a rice
and carrot casserole, water and coffee and buns.
Pat returned at about eight-forty and we drove the grassy lane followed the first afternoon flushing a Common Pauraque. We then drove the
road yours truly covered last night flushing an unmarked and large goatsucker. It was nine-forty when returning and a coffee was served
and birds researched on the iPad. The memoirs for the day were finished at ten thirty-nine.
March 11: Both of us woke to the iPod alarm at six o’clock on the eleventh to be greeted by endless blue skies. The teeth were brushed
along with a shave followed by a cup of coffee and we were on our way to look once again for the Red-legged Seriemas at six-thirty. This
time we drove in Pat’s car north to a spot on a grassy hill that overlooked the previous location we checked yesterday. Nothing of
importance was seen. The car door was not shutting properly because of the dust accumulation and a hard slam was required to secure the
lock. Unknown at the time, one extra shove was needed at one point because my coat was caught in the door along with the laser pointer
that was in one pocket. In an attempt to remove the coat, the destruction of laser pointer was thought to be a necessity but the article would
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not budge. Pat's brother removed the coat unharmed when returning to the estancia in the afternoon.
We drove on along a bumpy grass track to a marsh where we immediately saw White Woodpeckers, cooperative Yellow-chinned
Spinetails, two Rufous-sided Crakes in the open, and two medium-sized rails, one with a long bill and legs and flashing white under tail
coverts, and one juvenile with a gray-buff breast and crake-like green-gray bill that was obviously still developing. The juvenile of
Plumbeous Rail is illustrated with that plumage coloration. A Striated Heron and two blackish ducks with bold while shoulders, obviously
Muscovy Ducks, flew past. An adult White-tailed Hawk was seen well.
Pat left at about ten o'clock to pick up staff and we continued to walk on over a grassy knoll to another lake with less edge vegetation
where a Black-bellied Whistling-Duck and an Anhinga were spotted. Back at the first marsh an adult Aplomado Falcon flew overhead and
circled giving great views. An unidentified small buteo with dark wing tips and virtually nothing else of significance but a barred tail
soared past. It was likely a juvenile Broad-winged Hawk. A Bran-colored Flycatcher was seen well just as Pat was returning with our
breakfast. Two folding hillbilly-fishing chairs were set up in the shade and we had coffee from Styrofoam cups and two egg sandwiches.
The threesome then returned to the main road and drove south to the schoolhouse and turned through a gate to a lovely copse of native
trees some two hundred feet in height where a fruiting tree produced White-necked and Pale-breasted Thrushes and many Sayaca
Tanagers. A flock of Plush-crested Jays was taped in. While walking on the outside of the forest amongst short trees and bushes we saw a
Swainson's Flycatcher that was identified by its pale gray throat, pale yellow belly, pale brown mantle and wings and black bill with a pink
base to the lower mandible. A tyrannulet with a whitish upper breast and pale yellow lower breast that exhibited a plain face was seen. Pat
said that it was a White-crested Tyrannulet that keyed out well except that it lacked the white sides below the auriculars that simply
matched the color on the rest of the face, back, and wings. A foliage-gleaner was seen on the way to the car at two o'clock that had a thin
but obvious supercilium that appeared to be white but Pat thought that it was very pale buff. The tail was very bright reddish brown and the
back and wings were olive-brown. The pale bill was typical of a foliage-gleaner, fairly sturdy with a slight upturn to the tip. The auriculars
were whitish with dark gray markings, the upper breast looked scalloped with dark gray and the lower breast and flanks had soft buff
markings. It worked like a foliage-gleaner on branches and climbed up a trunk like a creeper.
The hacienda came into sight at two o’clock in the afternoon when the accumulated sweat and grease was washed from my face prior to
photographing the rooms and building. Hank and I then sat down to lunch. My meal could only be described as a stew that was eaten along
with a dry bun, water, and a dessert of sugary pears. After the luncheon, yours truly paid the cook one hundred pesos with Hank
reimbursing his half. The next step was to walk over to the main house to use the Wi-Fi to send my trip reports off and to write Pat and
send the photos. Unwanted emails were deleted from the gmail account. For identification purposes, successful searches took place for
images of Giant and Gray-necked Wood-Rails, White and buff-browed Foliage-gleaners, Yellow-rumped Marshbirds (to ensure there was
no female plumage). A search for Orlog's Gull plumages was unsuccessful. This laborious task was underway from around three o’clock to
four-thirty. When returning to our rooms, a large tarantula-like spider was photographed.
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Pat drove up with the truck at five-fifteen and we were off once again to search for the Donacobius but this time at the far south end of the
marsh. A Spotted Nothura was seen on the track with the binoculars and the spotting was seen well on the upper parts. A brilliant dark blue
hummer landed briefly in the distance that could only have been a Blue-tufted Starthroat. However seen only through the binoculars it was
not counted. A Tropical Parula was seen well. No Donacobius were heard or seen. Driving back to the estancia at six-thirty, one of the
large rails was seen and the truck was stopped to take a look. It was at this time that Pat finally resolved the identification features. The
difference between the two large rails was simple and it was embarrassing that we were having difficulty in separating the two. All of the
large rails we had seen up to now were Giant Wood-Rails. Gray-necked Wood-Rails live in forest and edges and have totally gray heads
and necks and rufous colored bellies while Giants have extensive gray on the front with buffy lower bellies and reddish-brown napes and
back backs. The tape of the Giant was played to listen to the exact returning call. Several pieces of cake were wolfed down at the spot.
The list of birds seen today include: Striated Heron, Anhinga, Black-bellied Whistling-Duck, Muscovy Duck, White-tailed Hawk,
Aplomado Falcon, Plumbeous Rail, Rufous-sided Crake, White Woodpecker, Buff-browed Foliage-Gleaner, Bran-colored Flycatcher,
Yellow-chinned Spinetail, White-crested Tyrannulet, Swainson's Flycatcher, White-necked Thrush, Plush-crested Jay, Tropical Parula,
Giant Wood-Rail, and a possible Blue-tufted Starthroat.
Hank and I were back at the rooms at around seven o’clock and yours truly had a squat on the toilet. The iPad was dead and plugged in.
The cook was not available and Pat cooked the premade a pizza. Hank was offered and accepted a free glass of wine while yours truly
drank a free bottle of Coke while wolfing down half of the pie. A piece of cheese was eaten for dessert. A shower followed as well as
changing the clothes. The day's story was almost finished at nine-twenty when the damn iPad sent the work into cyberspace. A walk then
ensued to the Wi-Fi area were the unwanted emails were trashed and a short return sent to Martin Lee who was complaining about some
person who went with him to Costa Rica. The story was underway when a Common Pauraque began to call outside. The story was finally
done at ten fifty-eight.
March 12: The twelfth day of March started at six when the iPod alarm rang. The usual morning preparations such as shaving and brushing
one's teeth were underway and completed quickly as breakfast was ready at six-twenty. The meal was the usual salty scrambled eggs and
dry toast, orange juice, and coffee.
Hank and I wandered around the grounds near to our home base until Pat arrived at six-thirty. The threesome then drove straight to the only
site where the Donacobius had been seen previously and waited for several minutes. The pair of Unicolored Blackbirds was seen fairly
well through the scope. A Yellow-chinned Spinetail and Sooty Tyrannulet were observed. The dead Capybara seen yesterday was being
devoured by a large troop of Black Vultures. The tape of the Donacobius call was played after waiting around for a good half-hour and the
quest immediately responded with song and yours truly spotted the bird quickly. The breast was almost pure white with the natural bright
buff restricted to the neck area.

Sunset at Estancia Virocay

Capybara

Donacobius marsh at estancia

The next stop was to look for the Sharp-tailed Grass-Tyrant. A white-breasted passerines sitting on a grass steam was presumed to be a
Lesser Grass-Finch due to the yellow bill with a dark culman that curved down sharply. The cheeks were the same pale gray coloration as
the rest of the head. The breast appeared to be mainly white with areas of light buff; the tail and back were never seen. A second bird was
seen flying away originally with the long tail and yet this bird also displayed the same bill shape and coloration. Pat said that the dark
cheeks and heavier back streaking on the Lesser Grass-Finch were diagnostic. Pat saw a Bearded Tachuri as we were walking back to the
car. The tall grasses in this field were frightening initially with thought of chiggers.
The wood lot visited yesterday was next in line. A male Ruddy Ground-Dove perched in a tree was the source of some laughter as yours
truly was looking at a mockingbird when Pat and Hank were describing the dove. A lone Guan was seen half hidden behind foliage as it
flew from a berry-laden tree never to be seen again. A male White-winged Becard with a slate-colored belly was seen very well. Birds
were scarcer overall than yesterday.
The pace was hurried at this point back to the truck, arriving at one-fifty. The estancia came into view at two o'clock. This morning’s
clothing was removed with new clothes lain on the bed. A necessary squat on the toilet and a shower to remove any chiggers occurred with
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the light pants being washed while showering. Once clean, the tallying of the bird list was underway. Lunch consisted of rice and black
beans mixed with beef and two empanadas filled with local leafy vegetables, a cup of coffee and water. Pears in honey served as dessert.
A female Purple-throated Euphonia was sighted in one of the large trees outside our rooms. Once at the office area, yesterday’s memoirs
and trip paraphernalia were jotted down and plumages of hawks, grass-finches, et cetera were researched. The estancia grounds were
inspected and several photos were taken. A Pale-breasted Thrush was observed with the naked eye. Finally, Google Earth was explored for
a route to the falls.
The Seriema search took place beginning at five-thirty in the evening with new areas explored with yours truly standing in the back of the
pick-up truck. The search continued northward to a truck-only track where an Aplomado Falcon was observed. Nothing new was seen but
the sighting of several Greater Rheas and a Nine-banded Armadillo broke the boredom.

Truck used at Estancia Virocay

Nine-banded Armadillo

Estancia Virocay

We were back at seven-twenty when Pat showed us the beast route to Iguaçu, stating that the drive would take five hours. Supper was
served almost immediately, two small pieces of beef, tortillas filled with a mixture of meat and vegetables with a tomato-based sauce
pastries with guava jam, a free coke, The cook was handed one hundred pesos in cash by yours truly as a tip with Hank reimbursing his
half in pesos cash.
We then headed out in our car to look for nightjars and saw four on the road that were pale gray with long primaries, and one at least had
strong white patches across the wing, one responded to the Little Nightjar taped by flying past on two occasions. Most were assumed to be
Common Pauraques.
Hank and I were back in the room and looking briefly at the images of nightjars until beginning the autobiography at ten-thirty or so and
finishing at eleven twenty-four due to falling asleep on many occasions while writing.
Hank and I woke to the iPod alarm at six o’clock on the thirteenth to another sunny day. The cook was late arriving at six-twenty and yours
truly said ‘rapido’ and the scrambled eggs, toast, pastry with some fruit-jam topping and watermelon and coffee were served at six-thirty.
Estancia Virocay was seen in the rear view mirror at six-forty and we decided not to waste time saying goodbye to Pat and headed towards
the falls. The gas tank was topped in Gobernador Virasoro, yours truly paying the one hundred and eighty pesos in cash even though the
sign said they took Visa. Instead of continuing northward on Highway fourteen we took the shorter route bearing north on Highway eleven
from Highway fourteen at Dos de Mayo (a cold drink was purchased here in a mini-mercado) and then joining Route twelve at El Alcazar.
From here, one continues northward to Puerto Iguaçu. The rather short connection was excellent with no tight turns or climbs as expected.
The next stop was for coffee on highway twelve about one hundred kilometers from Puerto Iguaçu. Hank paid for the hot drink at the
lovely air-conditioned gas stop. Very few birds were seen during the drive.

